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General:
The program "GnssSurferV1.08b" was developed for the purpose of
passing on data streams simultaneously from a desired input device into
up to 7 different output devices in a process as uncomplicated as possible.
It is in this context not essential whether ASCII or binary data streams
(e.g.: RTCM correction data) are concerned.
One of the available devices forms a protocol, which allows to establish
a link with an Ntrip-Caster via TCP-IP, in order to provide data to it
on the one hand, or on the other hand to read data in from the Ntrip-Caster
in order to pass them on to another device. The data supplied to the Caster
can, for instance, also be read in via GPRS. The protocol used
(Ntrip, Version 1.0) can be read up under:
http://igs.ifag.de/index_htm
"GnssSurfer.exe V1.08b" has been programmed for the operating systems
Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows-Vista and Windows 7.
Recommended is a system with 500MB RAM at least.

Additional system requirements: “Microsoft Frameworks 2.0”

Difference to GnssSurferV1.08b:
I removed following bugs:
- use of GSE-Files
- in Thread-Management
- in Keyword-System
- in Search-Mountpoint-Function
New features:
-

displayed messages
improved Http server
Timer-System
and more …

Basis:
The program was created by means of the MFC (Microsoft Foundation Classes).
It is therefore important that all DLL files included in the delivery are
in the same directory as the EXE file and the parameter files. If necessary,
the PATH variable must be adapted if you would like to set up a separate
directory for the MFC-DLL files.
Under Windows 2000 and Windows XP the PATH variable is modified
in the start menu:
"start->settings ->system control->system->environment variables".
For example,

variable: PATH
value: C:\Winnt\System32;C:\Winnt;D:\GnssSurfer\mfc-dll;
or value: C:\Windows\System32;C:\programs\GnssSurfer\mfc-dll;

Example:

or/and

All settings required for the execution are stored in the job file with the
suffix "*.Par". The job file constitutes the basis for the execution.
If no job file is found default values are used, which may be referred to as a
separate job file.
If you want to start the program with a particular setting the switch
"/pd,<file name> must be indicated in the desktop link or in the command line used
in the MS-DOS window. With file name always the whole path incl. file name is meant.
For example: "C:\GnssSurfer\gnsssurf.par"
-> switch: /pd,C:\GnssSurfer\gnsssurf.par
If the file name contains space characters the name must be put between ' " ' marks.
For example:

"C:\GnssSurfer/first test.par"
-> switch: /pd, "c:\GnssSurfer\first test.par"

All possible switches are included in the job file. The job file can easily be modified
using an editor ! !
Important:
To be able to handle the job file comfortably out of the program the path/name
of the desired editor must be indicated in the job file. It is also possible to make
this selection within the program.
For example:

/np,"C:\Windows\system32\notpad.exe"

All settings can only be applied after all processes have been finished and restarted.
This applies to all dialogue windows.

Important:
To secure storage of all values the path/name of your job file must be
contained in the job file itself. Otherwise, settings could be stored wrongly or
get lost !!!
Besides, in a job file a reference can be made to another job file.
A further backup method for your settings is given through the menu item
"Datei -> Speichern" ("File ->Save") or "Datei -> Speichern Unter" "File ->Save As".
However, in this case an autostart with this setting is up to date possible.
You may then activate this setting with the
menu item "Datei -> Öffnen" ("file ->Open"). The suffix for this settings file is "*.gse".
Example load a Job-File with Suffix "*.Par":

Execution:
Execution is performed via the desktop link, the manual start in the
MS-DOS window or in a batch procedure.
If a job file is indicated the program start is done with these settings.
If the autostart is activated in the job file (tenth value in the following switch),
(e.g.: /inout_sw,"TCP;Null;Null;TCP;Null;Null;Null;RTCM;132;0;1;100;FALSE;FALSE;FALSE")
the job is started immediately after the program start.
Example of a command line or desktop link with a par-File:
C:\GnssSurfer\GnssSurfer.exe /pd,".\gnsssurf.par" [ENTER]

If you have installed the program correctly, you can execute it with the following command line:
Example of a command line or desktop link with a gse-File:
C:\GnssSurfer\20100108-01.gse [ENTER]

Otherwise, the job is started at the menu item "Job ->job start" or
by means of the tool-bar-button "!":

Ending:
If you want to finish the program please activate the menu item "Job ->job stop" or
the tool-bar-button "stop":

Important:
Termination of all processes may take some seconds. During termination of
all processes the message "please wait !" is displayed on the right above the main window.
When all processes have been finished the number of processes terminated is indicated.

Character control:
At the menu item "CharCount-Watch" the number of characters at the input and output
can be checked. If the set values (upper and lower limit) are exceeded or fallen
below a warning file is created, which can be evaluated by means of any software.
Some values of this menu item directly affect the progress status indication and
the numeric display below.
Value in the ComboBox "Scale in Second":
Presets the time interval in seconds in which the characters are counted. The
result is printed under the progress status indication. (Default: 1 second).
Value in the EditWindow "CharInput/Output min.":
Presets the minimum of characters for the aforementioned time interval either with
the input or the output.
If the respective value is fallen below and the cycle (see below) reached, a
warning is triggered and recorded in the protocol file.
Value in the EditWindow "Warning":
Name of the warning generated if "CharInput/Output min." is fallen below.
Value in the EditWindow "Cycle in Second":
Indicates the time interval in seconds which allows to fall below "CharInput/Output min".
After reaching the cycle the warning is triggered and recorded in the protocol file.
Important! - TCP/UDP actions cause a reconnect at the input/output of data !
Checkbox use Alert Batch-File:
If you want execute any batch file in cause of character is fallen below then set checkbox true.
Alert-Batch:
Path and name of batch file for minimum alert.
Value in the ComboBox "CharInput/Output max.":
Presets the maximum of characters for the aforementioned time interval either with the
input or the output.
If the value is exceeded and the cycle (see below) reached, a warning is triggered and
recorded in the protocol file.
The value for "CharInput/Output max." is used as a maximal value for the
progress status indication.
Value in the EditWindow "Warning":
Name of the warning generated if "CharInput/Output max." is exceeded.
Value in the EditWindow "Cycle in Second":
Indicates the time interval in seconds which allows to exceed "CharInput/Output max".
After reaching the cycle the warning is triggered and recorded in the protocol file.
Checkbox use Alert Batch-File:
If you want execute any batch file in cause of character count is too hight then set checkbox true.
Alert-Batch:
Path and name of batch file for maximum alert.

Important:
TCP/UDP or Comport actions cause a reconnect at the input/output of data!
Example for Char-Watch Input settings:

Example for Char-Watch Output settings:

If the value for ‘Cycle in seconds’ equal zero then Char-Watch is off !
Important:
The batch file execution is capable to handle two-state: ‘alert on’ and ‘alert off’.
The state of alert is the first parameter of the batch file (alert on = ‘1’ or alert off = ‘0’).
Up to date it is possible tu use any keywords instead for batch files.
The keywords can be used as internally GnssSurfer commands in the case of input or output interrupts.
Table of keywords:

Command (keyword)

Action

RESTART

Restart of GnssSurfer with the currently parameters.

RESTCPSERVER

Reset of TCP-Output server.

RESDECSERVER

Reset of TCP-Rtcm/Raw-Decoder-Output server.

RESRINSERVER

Reset of TCP-Rinex-Encoder-Output server.

RESETOUTPUT

New start of all output threads (too few tested !!)

PROCEXIT

Stop and destroy of the currently GnssSurfer instance

The keywords can be used in all alarm batch file settings of the GnssSurfer.

Protocol file:

Many activities will be stored in a protocol file during the program run.
The protocol file contains entries about program start, program stop, determined failures,
time entries, TCP-Server accept connections and more.
You can set the directory path and the file name of the protocol file in the protocol file window.
Example for protocol file settings:
In this case the protocol
files will be stored in a
directory period of days of
the currently year and in a
file period of 1 hour.
The data will be stored in
html format.
It is possible to use a
command line for the
processing of protocol
files with any other
software.

You can read the describing of use of command line on page of pipe/file settings.
Example for a protocol file in html format:

Lable

Message

Report

Action

Date

Time

TS

TcpServer-Output

entry

thread_start

_25.03.2011_ _15:04:54_

TS

Rtcm-Raw-Decoder

entry

thread_start

_25.03.2011_ _15:04:54_

TS

DecTcpServer-Output

entry

thread_start

_25.03.2011_ _15:04:54_

TS

RinexTcpServer-Output

entry

thread_start

_25.03.2011_ _15:04:54_

TS

RinexEncoder

entry

thread_start

_25.03.2011_ _15:04:54_

TS

DataAgeWatch

entry

thread_start

_25.03.2011_ _15:04:54_

TS

Ntrip-Radio

entry

thread_start

_25.03.2011_ _15:04:56_

NF

Exit-Thread

entry

thread_start

_25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_

NF

General-Stop

entry

all_Process_close
_25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_
d

NF

Accept_TCP_Data_Client

entry

Client_127.0.0.1 _25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_

TE

TcpServer-Output

entry

thread_end

_25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_

TE

Rtcm-Raw-Decoder

entry

thread_end

_25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_

NF

Accept_TCP_RtcmRawDecoder_Cli
entry
ent

TE

DecTcpServer-Output

entry

NF

Accept_TCP_RinexEncoder_Client

entry

TE

RinexTcpServer-Output

entry

thread_end

_25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_

TE

RinexEncoder

entry

thread_end

_25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_

TE

DataAgeWatch

entry

thread_end

_25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_

TE

Ntrip-Radio

entry

thread_end

_25.03.2011_ _15:05:03_

Client_127.0.0.1 _25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_
thread_end

_25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_

Client_127.0.0.1 _25.03.2011_ _15:05:02_

Failure period in s

Input/Output settings:
In this window you may select one input device and seven different output devices.
By means of the shift register "input-buffer" you may present the number of
characters (bytes) to be read in simultaneously per reading operation.
The set value should depend on the input data quantity per unit of time.
If, for example, a great number of characters accumulate at the input interface
the input-buffer value should be accordingly large, because otherwise characters
could get lost at the output.
As a rule, an input-buffer value of "300" is sufficient for the transmission of
RTCM data from the NtripCaster to another output device. In the case of continuous
operation it must be ensured that the input buffer value is sufficiently large
to allow transmission of all data without any losses.
With small data quantities this value may be kept very small in order to
enable better observation.
If you use the RTCM-Encoder, the value should get adjusted with a very high value
for the "Input-Buffer". Recommended is a value between 950 and 1000 characters.

Example for Input/Output-Device settings:

The task is:
In this case there are RTCM data
received from TCP-Port.
They are transferred to TCP-Port
and to RTCM-Decoder.
The input backup data stream from
Comport is running simultaneously.
If RTCM data stream from TCP input
device interrupted then the output
device takes the RTCM data from
input backup device after 2
seconds.

If you use the Input-Backup then you have to allow for data traffic on your system.
The input backup data stream is running simultaneously with master input data stream.
The minimum value of time in seconds for switch to backup after master input off is zero.

Ntrip / TCP-IP / UDP settings:
For the internet connections preferably IP addresses having the same setting
options as the job file or the IP setting window are indicated, which applies
to both the TCP and the UDP connections with the corresponding IP ports.
Contrary to this, only the connections to an Ntrip-Caster for input or output
can also be realised with URL addresses.
The GnssSurferV1.08b is proxy-compatible for a Ntrip-Caster connection!
The corresponding settings (proxy-IP address and proxy-port can be done in the window
for Ntrip-Caster connection.
If you have a working internet connection and also an NtripCaster accessibility you
may choose a new NtripCaster connection or a new Mountpoint access in the IP settings
window and via the button "search Mountpoint".
With the button "start" in the Mountpoint window the current source table is loaded
from a NtripCaster.
In the case of a faulty internet connection please press the "stop" button.
After some seconds the connection setup attempt will then be aborted.
Only the parameters for the IP address and the Mountpoint are adopted into
the IP settings window after an appropriate choice has been made in the Mountpoint window.
The button "TCP-Server" in the IP setting window enables, with a normal TCP connection
used only for data output, a real server functionality of up to 200 TCP connections.
This means: A TCP connection requested by the client is confirmed by the server
with Accept. The client requests a TCP connection from the server with Connect.
In principle, the server functionality with TCP and UDP for several client connections
is possible only for the output of data.
Important:
If the TCP or UDP server simultaneously supports several connections, the character control
for the output should either be deactivated or adapted accordingly (see below).
Concerning the TCP and UDP settings the button "IP-Sw" can be used to switch to
the own IP-Address.
When pressing the button several times successively both the IP address determined
by the system and the address present are activated alternately.
In this way the possibility is offered that computers featuring several IP addresses
(as e.g. LAN linkage and dfü-connections with ISDN network connections)
can pass on their data from the internet into the respective locally based LAN.
With regard to UDP connections it is now possible to be independent of the distant
and the local socket addresses, port and IP addresses.
For instance, as a client a socket may hold the port number 4000,
and as an internet target the port number 2101.
Special care should be taken that in the case of the existence of a firewall,
or within the operating system itself the relevant port numbers as well
as the UDP protocol have to be activated.
A UDP server connection is based on a UDP client's making his own IP address known
to the server by means of the transmission of data packets.
The UDP server's IP address must be known to the respective client.
If the input or the output is configured as a UDP server the IP port "0" should not be used.
In this case the operating system will internally assign its own free IP port to the socket,
which may change with each new reconnect operation. Thus, the UDP clients are without
orientation and data of clients cannot be received.
In the case of data output no control through the relevant customer could be exercised
given that the client's fixed IP address would have to be available to the UDP server.
Purely theoretically, the "UDP server" button in the IP setting window enables
a server functionality for the purpose of data output of up to 200 clients.
The number of the servers should be a function of the hard- and software environment
of the computer used.
Preferably, the GnssSurferV1.08b should be employed as UDP client given that
the GnssSurferV1.08b logs properly in and off. Further, for the client's UDP address
the IP port number "0" should not be used if possible - if the client features
a reconnect functionality the currently number of the UDP servers can quickly be reached
in the case of an unstable UDP connection. If this limit has been attained a rotational
mechanism is automatically activated that aborts the first client connection and adds
the respective new one at the end.
If this operation is repeated as often as there are currently servers all clients
will be read in again. This applies, of course, also to UDP clients having a fixed
IP address if their number is exceeded.

Example for Ntrip/Tcp/Udp-Input settings:

Example for Ntrip/Tcp/Udp-Output settings:

If you want search/select an other Mountpoint then you can use the “search Mountpoint”-Button.
The result is your selected Mountpoint.

Example for ‘search Mounpoint’ window:

If you select your desired network then the Ntrip-Streams of this network are displayed.
The selected Ntrip-Stream is confirmed by pressing of “OK” button.

COM Port settings:
The COM port settings comply with the usual standards of: port, baud rate, parity,
data and stop bits, and protocol and are easily adjustable with the menu item "Comport".
GSM connections with a mobile phone can be started using a modem script or directly
via a phone number. Thus, it is now possible to use the GnssSurferV1.08b using GSM
on a laptop in the field. The modem script requires a special format.
One example file is available in the program directory.
It has to be stressed, that the script format is strictly line orientated.
The first line in each script is understood as first line and is used
as steering line for following line commands.
Jumping commands orientate themselves on virtual line numbers. Line numbers are not
given to the lines.
The following commands are possible:
- each AT-modem command and the belonging parameters or other strings,
which are sent only to the comport.
- COMPORT <RS232 port number> <Baud rate> <Parity> <Data bits> <Stop bits> <Protocol>
the current comport will be closed and a new comport with the indicated parameters
will open. After finishing the script the predefined comport will be used again.
- GOLINE <line number>
you must jump to the line with a predefined line number
- LOOP <Count of Loops> TO <line number>
you must jump to the line number at the beginning of the loop
the loop cycles will be defined by the number of loops (parameter right behind the loop)
- CALL <Command line>
program- or batch call is done by entering the command line (incl. parameter)
- NOCOMMAND
the command has no function and can be used for jump commands or wait/answer commands
in connection with the steering line
- WHILE
waiting for answer string of modem, the string is set in steering line
Attention! The command has no time limit.
If you want to create a modem server then this command is very useful.
- # remark sign, the line will be ignored
the character has to stand at the beginning of the line
- ENDBEF
ends the Modem script
The first line contains commands, which are to be used after the execution
of each indicated line.
Example for line 1:
0,0 2,"OK" 5,"OK"6 7,"NO_CARRIER"9 7,9 ...
means:
0,0

-> start of the steering line for line 1

2,"OK"

-> in line 2 the command will be send to the modem and waits for the answer "OK"

5,"OK"6

-> is an order send to the modem in line 5. The answer 'OK' is received and
the script cursor jumps to line 6

7,"NO_CARRIER"9 -> line 7 an command will be send to the modem.
If the answer "NO_CARRIER" is received, then the script cursor jumps
to line 9
7,9

-> after execution of line 7 there be a waiting break of 9 seconds.

The first line 1 contains 1000 character at maximum. An example script has been put in the installation
Directory. A modem command script can be used for the input- and for output communication.

Example for Comport-Settings with modem control script:

Example for a modem control script with modem client function:

0,0 2,"OK" 3,5 4,"CONNECT"6
ATZ"Cr""Null"
ATDT 123456789"Cr""Null"
NOCOMMAND"Null"
LOOP 3 TO 4
ENDBEF
Example for a modem control script with modem server function:

0,0 2,"OK" 3,"OK"4 4,"CONNECT"5
ATZ"Cr""Null"
ATS0=2"Cr""Null"
WHILE"Null"
ENDBEF

Pipe/File settings:
Concerning the Output of RTCM data in a file it is now possible to store files in
predefined intervals.
The corresponding settings can be adjusted in the window "Adjustments\NamedPipe/File".
Daily and hourly files or files in intervals between 4 and 30 minutes can be produced
in various directories.
After a file has finally been stored - after finishing a cycle, it is possible to change
the stored file afterwards by executing a command line automatically.
In this command line programs and batch scripts can get started.
Example given rinex-data can get produced out of GPS receiver raw data together with
the programme "tegc.exe" in near real time by this way.
To accomplish this it is first necessary to enter the keyword "COMMAND" instead
of the file name for the output file.
Then the wanted command line can be placed in the line "Command line by key word 'COMMAND'",
whereas the '%' character as variable is standing for the current produced cycle-file.
The command line is not allowed to exceed 700 characters including file names.
In this example rinex data are produced out of raw data from topcon GPS receivers:
C:\GnssSurfer\Teqc.exe -javad jps % > %.tqc
It has to be stressed, that the correct pathname is given to the respective programme
and the programme has been put there definitely.
Another keyword "STDOUT" enables the output of data in the standard output of the
GnssSurfer process with the predefined standard output buffer.
In this case only ASCII-data should be passed on.

Example for Pipe/File-Output-Settings with keyword ‘COMMAND’:
Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Http/Html settings:
If you want the GnssSurferV1.08b to observe your RTCM data stream,
you can use the http- or html option in this window.
You can choose between activating an active Http-server or creating a passive
Html-page in a cyclical manner or even both simultaneously.
The by this way produced Html-pages can be connected in an observation homepage and linked
or you can inform yourself directly on the current status of your RTCM data stream
by a web browser in the Internet.
Concerning RTCM2.3 data stream you can switch on or off the supervision of each message type.
In the generated Html page you can find information about different current settings of the
running programme and the current status as there are:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

system date time
current date time
own IP-Address
active and passive input- or output processes
number of received and sent character per time unit
display of station ID, number of received RTCM messages and number of given GPS week
displayed of the last data age relative to the PC-time in the case of rtcm data receive
display of the current satellites of receive RTCM data also possible with network
indicator(separated between GPS and GLONASS)
display of the recent received RTCM message types indicating the last receiving time (separated
between GPS and GLONASS) and the last period of this RTCM message type

Important:
Please mark, that your fixed Http-Port is not identical with the port of your TCP-IP-server.
You avoid program- and system failures.
Example for HTTP/Html-Settings:

Example for HTTP-Page:

Nmea settings:
Because of this program option you are enabled to transfer NMEA data
(time being in the format GPGGA) by Input-Device to the Ntrip-Caster or to an other
RTCM-Server software.
A typical application is the use of virtual reference stations (VRS).You can choose,
whether you want to enter the WGS84 coordinates yourself or whether you want to use a file
or an output device as NMEA source.
If you use a file as source, always the last NMEA data set of the file will be used.
If you use an output-device as NMEA-source, the current NMEA data set will be send always to
the Input -Device.
The NMEA data will be send in a prefixed pulse of seconds to the input-device.
Important:
If You use the output device TCP Server or UDP Server as NMEA source, please note,
that only one client sends NMEA data to the Output-Device, otherwise false RTCM data can be produced.
Please note that also two or more clients can send NMEA data to the Output-Device if the
WGS84 coordinates in the NMEA string are always equal, otherwise false RTCM data can be produced.
In this case the require of accuracy of the coordinates of clients is depend from the method
to create RTCM data via VRS.
Example for NMEA settings with NMEA
import from Comport(RS232):

Example for received NMEA data at main window in V1.07a:

RTCM-Decoder:
The RTCM-Decoder is conceived in the GnssSurferV1.08b logic as an additional
output device. The activation is achieved in the input/output settings window.
The output of RTCM decoding can be done in different media:
- Named Pipe
- File
- TCP/IP-Server
It is possible to provide the output of the RTCM decoding by means
of a named pipe, a file or as TCP server on a designated port.
The necessary settings have to be adjusted in the "Pipe/File-Setting" window.
By this, an even better real-time processing of the RTCM data is enabled, e.g.
for monitoring purposes. The output data stream of decoded RTCM data is not displayed
in the main window. The output devices displayed in the main window still provide
the raw data.
On the one hand this enables storage in a file or real-time evaluation of the RTCM decoding,
and on the other hand transfer of the raw data to the desired output devices.
If you enter the keyword "STDOUT" instead of the filename for the output file,
then the output of data in the standard output of the Gnsssurfer process with the
predefined standard output buffer.
In this case only ASCII data should be passed on.
Example of the command line for storage of the RTCM decoding in a file by STDOUT:
C:\GnssSurfer\GnssSurfer.exe /pd,".\gnsssurf.par" > Rctm decoding.txt [ENTER]
Example of the command line for real-time evaluation of the RTCM decoding by STDOUT:
C:\GnssSurfer\GnssSurfer.exe /pd,".\gnsssurf.par" | application.exe [ENTER]
Example of the command line for display in the console window of the RTCM decoding by STDOUT:
C:\GnssSurfer\GnssSurfer.exe /pd,".\gnsssurf.par" | more [ENTER]
If you enter the keyword "COMMAND" instead of the file name for the output file,
Then the wanted command line can be placed in the line "Command line by keyword 'COMMAND'",
where as the '%' character as variable is standing for the current produced cycle file.
The command line is not allowed to exceed 700 characters including filenames.
In this example you can selected all data of GPS Ephemeriedes with the programm 'filter.exe'
by keyword 'COMMAND'(You have to enter this line in window of RTCM-Decoder settings):
C:\GnssSurfer\filter.exe /f% /t32 +wMT17 > %.eph [ENTER]
The results of the RTCM decoding are partly displayed in the main window.
These include the number of the reference station, the numbers of the GPS or GLONASS satellites,
the numbers of the MessageTypes, and the z-Count of GPS and GLONASS, respectively.
The RTCM-Decoder is able automatically to recognize RTCM data both in the form (6 of 8 bit)
and in the form (8 of 8 bit).
Moreover, it is possible to choose between the versions RTCM2.1, RTCM2.3 and RTCM3.x
in the input/output settings window.
At present, the following Message Types are nearly completely decoded (RTCM2.x):
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 31, 32, 33, 34, 37,
59(Fkp-AdV).
At present, the following Message Types are recognized but not decoded (RTCM2.x):
6.
At present, the following Message Types are nearly completely decoded (RTCM3.x):
1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015,
1016, 1017, 1019, 1020, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039.
At present, the following Message Types are recognized but not decoded (RTCM3.x):
1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1047, 1048.
The GLONASS satellites will be provided with an additive constant of +40 in numbering.
Example: GLONASS satellite "20" will be displayed as "60" after decoding.
In order to ensure a continued RTCM data transfer with monitor function,
you should activate the RTCM-Decoder-off-observation in the window for RTCM-Decoder settings.
After this activating process there will be a complete new start of all processes,
when no RTCM data - after a predefined time period - could get decoded.
The new start will be marked in the protocol file.
(See next page for Example:)

Example for usually RTCM-Decoder settings:

Example for RTCM-Decoder settings with keyword
‘COMMAND’ (see above Pipe/File Settings):

Example for RTCM-Decoder output for the message types 01, 03, 14, 37 of version RTCM2.3:
TM Rtcm2.3 2104.5 Fri Mar 25 15:34:56.921 2011
MT01 Stat 896 Status 6 Sec 2103.0 Seq 6 Frame 17
MT01 SV 2 ZCount 2103.0 FktPRC 0.020 FktRRC 0.0020 PRC -9.420 RRC -0.0020 IOD 44 UDRE 0_OSigDErr_<=_1m
MT01 SV 3 ZCount 2103.0 FktPRC 0.020 FktRRC 0.0020 PRC -21.360 RRC 0.0020 IOD 65 UDRE 0_OSigDErr_<=_1m
MT01 SV 5 ZCount 2103.0 FktPRC 0.020 FktRRC 0.0020 PRC -0.120 RRC 0.0000 IOD 66 UDRE 0_OSigDErr_<=_1m
MT01 SV 6 ZCount 2103.0 FktPRC 0.020 FktRRC 0.0020 PRC -22.900 RRC 0.0020 IOD 86 UDRE 0_OSigDErr_<=_1m
MT01 SV 7 ZCount 2103.0 FktPRC 0.020 FktRRC 0.0020 PRC 1.100 RRC -0.0020 IOD 30 UDRE 0_OSigDErr_<=_1m
MT01 SV 8 ZCount 2103.0 FktPRC 0.020 FktRRC 0.0020 PRC -4.220 RRC 0.0000 IOD 82 UDRE 0_OSigDErr_<=_1m
MT01 SV 10 ZCount 2103.0 FktPRC 0.020 FktRRC 0.0020 PRC -5.400 RRC -0.0020 IOD 2 UDRE 0_OSigDErr_<=_1m
MT01 SV 13 ZCount 2103.0 FktPRC 0.020 FktRRC 0.0020 PRC -5.080 RRC -0.0020 IOD 77 UDRE 0_OSigDErr_<=_1m
MT01 SV 26 ZCount 2103.0 FktPRC 0.020 FktRRC 0.0020 PRC -5.240 RRC 0.0020 IOD 173 UDRE 0_OSigDErr_<=_1m
MT01 SV 28 ZCount 2103.0 FktPRC 0.020 FktRRC 0.0020 PRC -9.560 RRC 0.0040 IOD 13 UDRE 0_OSigDErr_<=_1m
TM Rtcm2.3 2103.9 Fri Mar 25 15:34:57.093 2011
MT03 Stat 896 Status 6 Sec 2103.0 Seq 7 Frame 4
MT03 Stat 896 ZCount 2103.0 X 3787401.840 Y 896152.920 Z 5036226.560
TM Rtcm2.3 2122.3 Fri Mar 25 15:35:17.937 2011
MT14 Stat 896 Status 6 Sec 2122.8 Seq 6 Frame 1
MT14 ZCount 2122.8 GPSWeek 1628 GPSHour 134 SwitchSec = 15
TM Rtcm2.3 2139.6 Fri Mar 25 15:35:34.562 2011
MT37 Stat 896 Status 6 Sec 2125.2 Seq 5 Frame 2
MT37 Stat 896 ZCount 2125.2 Sys1 0_GPS Sys2 1_GLONASS IntSec 15 DecSec -0.00000041374005377
Example for RTCM-Decoder output for the message type 1007 of version RTCM3.1
TM Rtcm3.1 2202.3 Fri Mar 25 15:36:31.265 2011
MT1007 Stat 899 Status 1 Sec 2202 Seq 1000 Frame 200
MT1007 Descriptor "GPPNULLANTENNA" SetupID 0

RTCM-Encoder:
The Rtcm-Encoder is understood in the logic of the GnssSurferV1.08 also as additional
output device. The activating process is done in the Window of Input/output settings.
You can originate with this program option your own RTCM data out of your own Ascii data stream.
Important: The data format of such data stream have to be identical to the data format of
the RTCM-Decoder output.
In the moment the RTCM Encoder produces the following message types for RTCM2.3:
1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 31, 32, 37, 59(Fkp-AdV).
In the moment the RTCM-Encoder produces the following message types for RTCM3.1:
1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015,
1016, 1017, 1019, 1020, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1037, 1038, 1039.
The output stream of the produced RTCM data can get indicated and controlled by the RTCM-Decoder
in the main window.
Important:
the value for the "Input-Buffer" in the 'Input-/Output Utilities'-Window have to be adjusted
with a very high value.
Recommended is a value between 950 and 1000 characters for each reading procedure.
Example for RTCM-Encoder settings:
Step 1:

Step 2:

You can the output stream of the produced RTCM
data to transfer to your desire output device.
You can use your own Rtcm-Decoder as input stream for the Rtcm-Encoder.
Therefore it is possible to filter your Rtcm data stream for your desired message types.
Some Receiver need a CR-Character to every Rtcm-Message. This function can be activated.
You can test the Rtcm-Encoder with the Dummy-Stream function.
If you send the dummy stream to the RTCM-Encoder and decode them with RTCM-Decoder then the result
is a RTCM2.3 data stream with message type 16 (MT16):
see the next page for that example:

FKP/SV observation settings:
Important:
The RTCM-Decoder is the basis of the described program option. If the RTCM-Decoder is
not activated, you can not use the settings.
This window enables the user, to enter parameters for observation of the number of
satellites and FKP gained from the information of sent RTCM data of the reference stations.
The principle of observation is similar to the observation on characters (see above).
the following settings are possible:
- observation , whether satellite data can be gathered out of RTCM data.
If there are no more satellite data - after a prefixed second interval - decoded,
a predefined alarm file will be produced, which you can evaluate with any alarm program.
- observation, whether area correction data (FKP) can be gathered out of RTCM data (MT59,FKP,AdV).
If there are no more area correction data - after a prefixed second interval - decoded,
a predefined alarm file will be produced, which you can evaluate with any alarm program.
- Observation of the number of satellites, from which decoded RTCM data are gained,
are falling below a minimum number (separates between gps- and glonass-satellites),
after a prefixed second interval - a predefined alarm file will be produced.
- Observation of the number of area correction data (FKP), from which decoded RTCM data (MT59,FKP,AdV)
are gained, are falling below a minimum number (separates between gps- and glonass-satellites),
after a prefixed second interval - a predefined alarm file will be produced.
The observation of the number of FKP or satellites separate between GPS and GLONASS-satellites
gives the opportunity to better control the network quality of the sending reference stations
respective possible failures.

Example for FKP/SV-observation settings (GPSSatellites):

Example for FKP/SV-observation settings
(GLONASS-Satellites):

If the Value for Interval... equal zero then
the observation is off !

Up to date it is possible tu use any keywords instead for batch files.
The keywords can be used as internally GnssSurfer commands in the case of input or output interrupts.
See Table of keywords above in the CharWatch-description.

Rinex settings:
The Rinex-Encoder is conceived in the GnssSurferV1.08b logic as an additional
output device of RTCM-Decoder. The activation is achieved in the RTCM-Decoder setting window
and in the Rinex-Encoder setting window.
The Rinex-Encoder is able to create rinex data in version 2 from the Rtcm-Decoder output data stream.
Observation data are created from the Rtcm2.3-Decoder data stream but only Message Types 18/19.
Unfortunately nowadays it is not possible to create rinex data from Rtcm3.1-Decoder data stream
or to create navigation files.
The next version of GnssSurfer will includes this feature.
If you want to use the GnssSurfer for create rinex observation data then you can download the navigation
files from the internet in example at following url: http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/components/prods_cb.html .
Steps to create rinex data version 2:
1.

Be sure to received any Rtcm2.3 data stream with message types MT18/19,
(optional MT3,MT14,MT24,MT37). MT37 is required to create rinex observation data version 2
for GLONASS satellites.
If you do not received the message types MT03, MT14, MT24 or MT37 you have to use default values
(see setting window).

2.

Be sure that the Rtcm2.3-Decoder is activated.

3.

If you want create rinex data for GLONASS satellites you have to determine the time difference
between GPS-Time and Glonass-Time in seconds (default value is 15). This is necessary for the start.
You do not need this value if you received the message type MT37 from your data source.

4.

It is necessary to determine approximately the different between PC-Time and UTC-Time (in seconds).
If you don’t determine this value then the rinex data will be store with a wrong rinex time.
In this case the wrong rinex time is write in the header of each epoch.

5.

Set your adjustments in the setting windows (see example next page).
Example for Rtcm-Decoder settings with
activated Rinex-Data function:

Example for settings to create rinex data version 2:

It is possible to create a TCP-Server for a rinex data stream.
The contents of data is same like in rinex files.
The rinex data can be used for evaluation of kinematics or statics measurements with different
Software (i.e. of Geo++, Trimble, Leica, Topcon and so on).

Data-Age-control:
The DataAge-Decoder is understood in the logic of the GnssSurferV1.08b also as additional
output device. The activating process is done in the Window of Rtcm-Decoder settings.
You are able with this program option to control the Data Age of your Rtcm input data stream.
Important: This option is able only with RTCM-Decoder output data.
If you want use this option you have to activate the Rtcm decoder.
Example for Data-Age-Decoder settings:
Step 1:

Step 2:

You can create one output stream of the
produced info data about the data age of your
received rtcm data stream, the received or
created GPGGA data, log data and SV-FKP data to
one IP-Address. You have to set the send
interval for each data info. The info data
stream can be created as TCP-Client stream only
to one especially TCP-Server.
The format of the info data is an NMEA-property
format.

Rec-Init-Setting:
You are able with this program option to set your GNSS receiver initialisation.
It is possible to set an init file with receiver commands or
you need a login at your receiver or data server then you can set this options.
The receiver init file option can be used for many kinds of GPS receiver.
But the simple authorisation option can be used only for TOPCON/Javad receiver.
Example for Rec-Init settings:
Step 1:

Step 2:

Some receivers need especially lines end
commands. You have to detect the right option.

The setting for reference station file can be used in future options.
The data format of the reference station file is similar like the ref file format of Geo++ company.

Timer-Setting:
You are able with this program option to set your Timer settings.
The timer will be used to start of several different independent processes.
In the rule, you can be used a batch file, an Exe- file or other executable files additional
with arguments for the new process.
Additional it is possible to use keywords from keyword table (see page 6)
instead of batch files or other executable files.
If you want to set a timer job, you have to do following steps:
- define a timer job name
The job name is necessary for the recognition of your timer job.
It is possible to create maximal 30 timer jobs. In the Timer-Settings-Window you have to
select your timer job in the Combo-Box of the Job Name field.
Then you can see your settings of your job.
- set the timer job start date
Usually the format for the start date of timer job, is the German date format (DD.MM.YYYY).
DD = Day, MM = Month, YYYY = Year (i.E. 29.09.2011 ).
Instead of the date it is possible to enter keywords like:
‘today’ - Job start
‘heute’ - Job start
‘nextDay[+[Sec]]’ -
‘nvTag[+[Sek]]’
-
‘nextWeek[+[Sec]]’-
‘nvWo[+[Sek]]’
-

today
today
Job start
Job start
Job start
Job start

at
at
at
at

next
next
next
next

full
full
full
full

Day and defined seconds
Day and defined seconds
Week and defined seconds
Week and defined seconds

(i.E. nextDay+1800, nextWeek+3900, nvTag-1800, nvWo-86400 )
- set the timer job start time
Usually the format for the start date of timer job, is the German time format (HH:MM:SS).
HH = Hour, MM = Minute, SS = second (i.E. 12:00:00 ).
Instead of the time it is possible to enter keywords like:
‘at_once[+[Sec]]’ -
‘sofort[+[Sek]]’ -
‘nextMin[+[Sec]]’ -
‘nvMin[+[Sek]]’
-
‘next4Min[+[Sec]]’-
‘nv4Min[+[Sek]]’ -
‘nextHour[+[Sec]]’-
‘nvStd[+[Sek]]’
-

Job
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job
Job

start
start
start
start
start
start
start
start

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

once
once
next
next
next
next
next
next

and defined seconds
and defined seconds
full Minute and defined seconds
full Minute and defined seconds
full 4-Minute epoch and defined seconds
full 4-Minute epoch and defined seconds
full Hour and defined seconds
full Hour and defined seconds

(i.E. at_once+120, sofort+60, nv4Min-90, nextHour+180 )
- set the job interval
For timer jobs to execute once only, the job interval is zero seconds.
In other cases, you have to set the timer job interval in seconds.
It is possible to set the job intervals to range from 0 up to 604800 seconds.
(i.E. 86400 for daily GnssSurfer-Restart or data copy)
- set the timer job
The timer job is a batch file or an other executable file with own arguments.
You can select the job file in the Timer-Settings-Window with the ‘search’-Button.
Additional it is possible to edit the batch file with the ‘edit’-Button in the ‘notepad’Editor.
Instead of executable files it is possible to use keywords for timer jobs.
The list of keywords see page 6.

Example for Timer settings:
Step 1:

Step 2:

If you want to use the timer, then you have to activate
the Check Box ‘use Timer’.

Example for timer settings: 2 minutes
after GnssSurfer start the GnssSurfer will
be stop and destroyed.

The Timer jobs will be executed in the chain of your Timer job list in the “Timer-Settings”-Window.
You have to note the sequence of your Timer job list.
In Example: If you have a job with keyword “PROCEXIT” and this job is tertiary in your job list chain and a
job with keyword “RESTART” is in second priority in your job list chain and the start time of the second job
is the same like the third job then the third job will be never executed because the “RESTART”-job is
executed before the “PROCEXIT”-job.
The accuracy of the execution of the job list chain is nearly in seconds.

Have a lot of fun !!!

Final remark:
GnssSurferV1.08b software is a shareware product which may be copied and distributed without changing it.
Deassembling is not permitted. The program is still being developed.
Any applications of the program is at your own risk.
The Senatsverwaltung f. Stadtentwicklung Berlin disclaims any liability nor responsibility
to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused (hardware or software),
or alleged to be caused, directly or indirectly by the use of the 'GnssSurferV1.08b'.
If you have any more questions, desires or suggestions please send me a mail to:
Senatsverwaltung f. Stadtentwicklung
Referat IIIB (geodätische Referenzsysteme)
Jürgen Siebert, IIIB13
10707 Berlin
e-mail:

juergen.siebert@senstadt.berlin.de
or

info@juergen-siebert.com
Tel.: (+49) (0) 30/90139-5373
Sept 2011

